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Introduction.

Hi all, this is Easter
The

break!

SRC

congratulates everyone
for coping well with the
online classes so far. As
we are In

these two

weeks break gearing up
for Easter, the SRC wishes everyone happy celebration. Meeting the folk this week, we
will meet Brian Gallagher MsC on "the sound of silence. " You might also want to start
your day with a short prayer to begin the day

A prayer to begin the day!
O Great Loue, thank you for lining and loving in us and

through us. M0^! o11 thot we dollott)from our deep
connection with ^IOU und o11 beings, Help us become a
coinmunit^! that uulnerobl!/ shores each other is burdens
ond the weight of 910 y. Listen to our hearts longing SIor
the healing of our world. IPIeose odd your own
intentions, I . . . Knowing ^!ou ore hearing us better than
we ore speaking, IDe qO'er these pro^!ers in o11 the holy
names of God, omen.
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Celebrate with peace,

love &joy of Easter.
As we begin to journey with Jesus
into Jerusalem during this Holy
Week and very soon to encounter
Easter. Let us

pray

for our

suffering world especially with
this pandemic of CON\110 19
crises. Though, we may not meet

in the church to celebrate this great
festivity of our Lord's resurrection
as we nomally do, let us share this
peace, love andjoy of Easter in any
way we can. "We are the Church. "

The church building will close as
with the current issue of CON\Iru
19 but let us not close our heart's

e f0 1<" wi h

church to share this hope of Easter,

"Me ting t
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Brian Gallagher, MsC
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The Sounds of Siteimce

!,,., ;t.

'Go out and stand on the mountain before the Lord, for
the Lord is about to pass

I Kings 19:11-12
'Go out and stand on the mountain before the Lord, for the

Lord is about to pass by ....
The Lord was not in the wind . . . .

the Lord was not in the earthquake . . . . . .
the Lord was not in the fire .......

after the fire, a sound of sheer silence.

C. I

When Eltiah heard it, he wrapped his face in his mantle,
went out and stood at the entrance to the cave. ..

I Kings 19:11-12
The sound of sheer silence relntnds me of the Zen koan about the

sound of one hand clapping. I try to imagine what sheer silence
would sound like - and I cannot get beyond words like emptiness,
a void,

Ironically, thousands of words have been written in an attempt to
describe silence! Maybe because there are no words? For the saint
reason, some have called upon the help of our other senses. For
example, Simon and Garfiinkel wrote their hit tune rite Sounds of
Silence in 1964. I remember only the opening line :

Hello darkness, my oldf. tend, It^e come to talk with you again. ..
Silence is the absence of sound; darkness is the absence of light.

Are they describing the same reality? The void?

In the void, God said 'let there be light - 'and light emer^ed. In
God's mind, nothing is void (in our sense of the word): there is
always something new emerging. There is light in the darkness:
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Even Ihe darkness is not dork to you. '

rite night is OS bright as the day,
For dczrk?less is OS Itghi to you
Psolm 139. .12

Light is revealed in darkness. Would we even know light, without darkness? In darkness,
light emerges. In silence, music emerges.
In a very different area of study, eco-scientists add their support in their description of the
Big Bang theory: 'there was emptiness and it exploded! ' Something new did indeed
emerge.

In still one other area of experience, Menon writes of the apparent emptiness in his prayer
experience. He cautions that we not be deceived: he says that 'the emptiness is only
apparent :

The absence of activity. .. is only apparent, Below the surface, the mind and
will are drawn into the orbit of an activity that is deep and
intense and supernatural, and which overflows into our whole
being and brings forth incalculable fruits,

The fruits that Merton promises, in fact, are God's gifts of growth in inner freedom and
truth, emerging out of the apparent emptiness or darkness. Merton would have read 101m
of the Cross, who teaches about the experience of 'dark night':
(The dark night) is the secret way in which God not only liberates us from
our attachments and idolatries, but also brings us to the

realization of our true nature, The night is the means by which
we find our heart's desire, our freedom for love.

There is no void for God. In God's way, new life is the constant promise: there is always
life in the dying. I daresay this is why many have said that 'silence is the language of
God'. God may well seem silent - and often does - but God's silence is God's way of
cornmunicating ! We are invited to deeper faith, trusting that something is happening in us
deep-down. Merton says, something 'supernatural'.
It seemed sensible to check Simon and Garfunkel's lyrics. I was delighted to find these
words, In a dream, they sang:
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rind in the naked lightlsciw

The song writer(s) offer very different
images of sheer silence: 'people talking

Ten Thousandpeople, maybe more

without speaking and hearing without

People Iaiki"g with ourspeaking

listening'. Their image is no easier to
imagine than my image of the void, but I
suspect that that is the point : sheer

People hearing withour 11^!ei, ing
People writing songs ihat voices never share
No one dare

silence, God's silence, is not a human

concept. It is not within human
understanding or imagining. Rather,
again, we are being invited to a deeper
level of coriumunication, very different

Dist, ,rb !he sound of silence

from our everyday experience. Simon
and Garfunkel glimpse this deeper

experience in the 'naked light', the light barely visible in the void.
John of the Cross had an image for that, too: the living flame, the flame of love that bums
still, even in the darkness, and that purifies us and heals us:
Flame, alive, compelling I yet tender past all telling I reaching the secret
centre of my soul I since now, evasion s over I finish your work, my
Lover I break the last thread, wound me and make me whole.

Bum that is for my healing I wound of delight past feeling I ah, gentle hand
whose touch is a caress I foretaste of heaven conveying I and every
debt repaying I slaying, you give me life for death's distress,
O lamps of fire, bright burning with splendid brilliance, turning I deep
caverns of my soul to pools of light I Once shadowed, dim,
urneriowing I now their strange, new-found glowing I gives warm
and radiance for my Love's delight.
All, gentle and so loving you wake within me, proving I that you are there
secret and alone your fragrant breathing stills me I your grace, your
glory fills me I so tenderIy your love becomes my own.
John is describing both the purification via the flame and the freedom, the wholeness, the
gift of God's tender love.
The naked light, the living flame, like the Easter candle, never dies. Alive and burning, the
flame gives meaning to sheer silence, to the void of many people's experience. And to
John of the Cross 'experience.
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Ultimately, our best hope is with Karl Rahner, who believed that 'the only sane response is
silent adoration 'of the God who never fails us

Hoppy EOSter! Enjoy your break

Reini77ders
Health & Hygiene: keep yourselves free from coronavirus by
doing everything necessary and abide by the Victorian State
law CONVID 1.9 prevention.

Studies : We encourage every student to do the best in their
essays. It will all work out in the end.

Prayers: With the current issue of CONVID 19 pandemic
causing fear and panic and death to people worldwide. W
remember to pray for those sick, those who have died and for
peace within family and the entire world
*
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Source : The Guardian images.
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Tnns Week's, , uote.

"We have a Lord who is capable of crying with us, capable of
walking with us in the most difficult moments of life. "
Pope Francis
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HOLY WEEK
Wish you all many blessings of Easter.

Freddie (Cp) SRC Secretary.

